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MORTON, R. HUGH, JOHN R. FITZ-CLARKE, AND ERIC W. BANISTER. Modeling human performance in running. J. Appl. Physiol. 69(3): 1171-1177, 1990.-This paper focuses on the characteristics of a model interpreting the effect of training on athletic performance. The model theory is presented both mathematically and graphically. In the model, a systematically quantified impulse of training produces dual responses: fitness and fatigue. In the absence of training, both decay exponentially with time. With repetitive training, these responses satisfy individual recurrence equations. Fitness and fatigue are combined in a simple linear difference equation to predict performance levels appropriate to the intensity of training being undertaken. Significant observed correlation of model-predicted performance with a measure of actual performance during both training and tapering provides validation of the model for athletes and nonathletes alike. This enables specific model parameters to be estimated and can be used to optimize future training regimens for any individual. athletics
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AHR CONSIDERABLE EFFORT now is focused on the study of athletic performance. In the past, much of the focus had



been anecdotal or phenomenological, but there is now an emerging body of more theoretical scientifically based research. Banister and co-workers (2) proposed a model of the complex interaction of a number of factors contributing to athletic performance. These range from the influence of everyday life to direct intervention by training and include such intangibles as the psychological effect of good or bad execution of the performance itself in competition or even during training. Many of these factors, however, remain to be specified precisely and quantitatively. Nevertheless, some success in modeling performance has already been demonstrated in athletes (1, 3, 5) utilizing a simplified version of the original model, which only considers the input dose effect that training has on two response elements defined as fitness and fatigue (Fig. I) ‘ Glossary a



Magnitude parameter in equation converting running time over a standard distance to a criterion points score that allocates 1,000 points to an existing world record, min 0161-7567/90 $1.50 Copyright
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Timing parameter in above equation Criterion performance measured on a standard task first measured as a time and then converted to a points score; it is measured regularly to assessreal performance response being effected by training, points Duration of training session, min Alternative expression for quantity of training w(t) absorbed in a single training session Hypothesized model component of performance ability termed fitness calculated from quantity of training undertaken, arbitrary units Hypothesized model component of performance ability termed fatigue calculated from quantity of training w(t) undertaken, arbitrary units Difference between two heart rates (one usually resting heart rate) Ratio of-elevation of exercise to maximum heart rate, with both above resting value Arbitrary weighting factor for fitness, dimensionless (initially 1) Arbitrary weighting factor for fatigue, dimensionless (initially 2) Hypothesized upper limit of world record time, min Model-predicted performance determined from difference between weighted-model fitness kIg(t) and weighted-model fatigue k2h( t) at any time t during a training program, arbitrary units Term used in sense of pharmokinetics but applied to training, expressing some measurable result or response arising from a known input of training (dose) into a performance model World record time in a running event (1 mile in this paper), min Time from onset of training when a maximum performance is achieved as heavy training is reduced, days Time from onset of training (day 0) to day of relative poorest criterion performance, days
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Time from onset of training when training is reduced as peaking begins, days Assessment of amount of training undertaken during a training session, also defined as a training impulse (trimp), or dose and calculated as the product of time (in min) spent training and AHR ratio, arbitrary units Weighting factor applied to calculation of w(t) to increase magnitude of quantity of training nonlinearly at higher training intensities, dimensionless Time constant determining time course of decay in accumulated fitness g(t) between training sessions, days Time constant determining time course of decay in accumulated fatigue h(t) between training sessions, days
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where HR,, is the average heart rate during exercise, HRreSt is the resting heart rate, and HR,,, is the maximal heart rate. Thus with D being the duration of exercise w(t)
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Furthermore, w(t) is weighted by a multiplying factor Y, which emphasizes high intensity training. The Y factor weights w(t) relative to the intensity of training undertaken during a training session as the AHR ratio ranges from a low to a high value (i.e., -0.2-1.0) for a low or a high raw heart rate, respectively. The weighting factor corrects bias introduced into w(t) from inordinately long training at a low proportionate heart rate. For quantification purposes we have chosen to use Y = ebx in accord-
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FIG. 1. Simple Z-component systems model of training and performance. Diagram shows how training input dose w(t) affects both fitness and fatigue. The summer (2) combines these responses, fitness positively and fatigue negatively, into a single performance output p(t). 210 190 r
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The training dose was specified quantitatively from variables that were easily and accurately measured during training. Two such variables, which immediately suggest themselves, are the duration (D) of training and the concomitant heart rate (HR) it elicits in a trainee throughout a training session. This heart rate elevation may be regarded as an index of the fractional utilization of maximum O2 consumption (VOzmax) during even vigorous activity and may be recorded in the field by a heart rate monitor for periods ranging up to 15 h, depending on the frequency of sampling. Differences in heart rate throughout different segments of a training session, or of the steady heart rate for a whole period, may be easily distinguished and measured, as shown for example in Fig. 2. For each exercise segment during which the heart rate is relatively constant, the product of segment duration and the concomitant fractional elevation of heart rate provides a quantitative assessment of the attendant volume of training. These products may be summed to cover the whole training bout. Thus training undertaken at time t may be quantified as an area under the curve represented by the pseudointegral w(t)
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FIG. 2. Continuous heart rate record during training. During training session undertaken by this individual, several segments of different intensity are clearly identifiable from elevation of heart rate. Each segment may now be separately scored in arbitrary units of training impulse, and a precise evaluation of whole session can be obtained from sum of separate segments.



ante with the commonly observed exponential rise in blood lactate with exercise intensity x reflected by the AHR ratio. Values for b were chosen to match the shape of the increment curve in blood lactate concentration (in mM) with increasing work rate and heart rate in men and women as reported by Green et al. (6). These data demonstrate that the male and female responses are sufficiently different to warrant description by separate b values for men (1.92) and women (1.67). The weighting factor Y is therefore given by y = ebx



(2)



where x = AHR ratio. Thus w(t) becomes w(t) = D(AHR



ratio) Y
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This pseudointegral, although apparently measured in “weighted” minutes, is defined in an arbitrary unit called the training impulse or trimp and recorded for any number of sessions (or segments within sessions) of training completed each day. As an illustration of the scale, one subject (RHh4) could generate -125 training impulses by running 14 km in 1 h at a heart rate of 150 beats/ min. Between training sessions, recovery from the training process takes place.
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In the simplified model of Fig. 2, two factors, fitness g(t) and fat igue h(t), are recurrently affected each time training w(t) is undertaken, so that
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and w(t)



(5) where g(t) and h(t) are arbitrary fitness and fatigue response levels, respectively, at the end of day t, i is the intervening period between the current day’s training and that previously undertaken, and 71 and 72 are decay time constants of these respective effects. To illustrate the behavior of the recurrent response as training is regularly repeated, if i = 1 and w(t) = T is constant, then for fitness g(t) and similarly for fatigue h(t)
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thus g(t) and h(t) rise exponentially toward respective asymptotes for a large t. The asymptotic levels for both fitness and fatigue are determined by the training impulses score w(t), the spacing of training i, and the appropriate decay time constants 71 and 72. The rate of their rise depends only on i, 71,and 72.Because fitness has a longer time constant than fatigue, it asymptotes at a higher level and a later time than fatigue. Changing the value of i while holding w(t) constant does not affect the time required to reach a steady state in either response; however, the final asymptotic levels will be different. Specifically, if i is >l the steady-state values will be reduced because of a lower volume of total training, and if i is 
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